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RCU Forms Center for Cyber Education
In October 2018, Mississippi State 

University launched the Center for Cyber 
Education (CCE) to enhance computer 
science (CS) education in the state’s K-12 
schools and ensure all students have access to 
quality education across the cyber technology 
spectrum.

Specifically, the CCE, which falls under 
the Research and Curriculum Unit’s umbrella 
of services, focuses on exposing students to 
programming, cybersecurity, robotics, data 
science, and artificial intelligence, and is led 
by Shelly Hollis. Shifting the RCU’s cyber 
education efforts to a standalone center 
demonstrates the university’s dedication to 
preparing the next generation of leaders in 
the field.

One of the CCE’s first initiatives is a joint project with C Spire that creates a software development pathway curriculum. 
The CCE is also working with community colleges to build accelerated programs that will ensure students are prepared 
for jobs in computer-related fields and industries. Hollis hopes these programs will feed students into a potential applied 
science baccalaureate program at MSU.

The CCE is also working to identify and eliminate the accessibility issues some rural students have to cyber education 
through Collaborative Research: Identifying Participation Barriers to Computer Science Education in Rural Mississippi—a 
National Science Foundation-funded program that will increase student awareness of and exposure to CS.

“We noticed over the past several years that schools in more rural areas of the state aren’t participating in the free 
training, professional development, and curricula,” Hollis said. “As we talked about it with other universities, we realized 
not getting involved in computer science initiatives is an issue across the country for rural schools.” 

The CCE continues other RCU projects, including implementing CS courses into K-12 schools and creating training 
programs and licensure for teachers. More than 1,000 teachers have been trained through these efforts, Hollis said.

“We’re excited to see the new middle school curriculum go before the board. We’ll have lots of teacher training to get all 
the existing teachers up to speed with the new computer science content.”

Hollis and another project manager provide full-time staffing for the CCE, while other RCU staff members assist with 
cyber education projects. In the future, Hollis said the CCE will increase the integration of CS into elementary schools and 
prepare and qualify high school teachers to instruct advanced computer science courses.

Photo by Carl Smith

Shelly Hollis, the assistant director of the Mississippi State University Research and Curriculum 
Unit's Center for Cyber Education, speaks to students at a January 2019 Hour of Code event at 
Fairview Elementary Aerospace and Science Magnet School in Columbus.
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FY '19 Facts

The RCU researches, develops, and disseminates statewide assessments for all secondary and postsecondary 
career and technical education (CTE) programs in Mississippi, including alternative methods such as 
performance-based assessment and national certifi cations.

30,593
Tested

students electronically with 
MS-CPAS assessments

Assessment

RCU Increases Availability 
of MS-CPAS Practice Tests

Over the last three years, the RCU's assessment team has 
developed Mississippi Career Planning and Assessment System 
(MS-CPAS) practice tests for almost all secondary CTE programs 
that take an MS-CPAS assessment. For two years, spring testers 
have had the opportunity to take two practice tests in the month 
before the MS-CPAS is administered. Beginning with fall 2019, 
practice tests are also available to secondary students who take an 
MS-CPAS assessment in the fi rst semester. 

Increasing the availability of practice tests is important, as early 
research studies indicate that practice tests are benefi cial to student 
learning and achievement. Studies conducted by RCU assessment 
personnel after the spring 2019 practice testing cycle found that 
most students who took an MS-CPAS practice test scored higher 
on the MS-CPAS fi nal assessment than their peers who did not 
take a practice test. Another benefi t of practice testing is its ability 
to highlight areas of the curriculum that are not yet mastered by 
students. Key to this process is the practice test score report, which 
displays the student’s score per unit as well as the class average per 
unit. Th is information allows the teacher to plan remediation on 
both the student and the class level. 

Focusing on the potential of practice tests to impact students 
positively, the RCU staff  has trained test coordinators and teachers 
in the use of this tool to achieve its maximum benefi t to student 
learning. Other assessment professional development has centered 
on increasing assessment literacy for classroom CTE teachers. 
Delivered in both online and in large-group formats, the new 
RCU assessment course, Th e 3Rs of Assessment, leads teachers in 
understanding the relationship of the MS-CPAS assessment to the 
CTE curriculum, in applying assessment principles to summative 
assessments, and in analyzing MS-CPAS score data to inform 
classroom instructional practices.

of assessments met 
the benchmark in 
reliability testing

99.5%

346
Developed

secondary & 
postsecondary
assessments

2,492
national certifi cations

High school CTE 
students earned

Coordinated 
performance-based 

assessments in
CTE pathways, 
affecting

103 districts &
477 students
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Curriculum
The RCU, in partnership with educators and industry leaders, creates course content for Mississippiʼs CTE 
pathways that combines academic rigor with real-world relevance. The RCU also provides curricula for K-12 
science, social studies, and computer science in Mississippi.

RCU Develops Curriculum 
for Fire Science, Unmanned 

Aerial Systems Pilots
As Mississippi continues to prepare students for postsecondary 

and workforce opportunities, the RCU worked with the Mississippi 
Department of Education (MDE) in Fiscal Year 2018-2019 to create 
CTE curricula for Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS) and Fire Science 
pilot programs.

UAS is one of the fastest-growing industries in the country, with 
courses off ered in numerous postsecondary institutions, including 
MSU through the work being done at the Raspet Flight Research 
Laboratory. It is also a career that impacts multiple CTE pathways, 
with uses for unmanned aircraft appearing in spheres such as wildfi re 
damage assessment, industrial site inspection, fi eld management in 
farming, and the fi lm industry.

Th e fi rst-year course covers topics such as UAS career paths, safety 
regulations, introduction to the FAA, and fl ight theory. Second-year 
students delve into advanced fl ight skills, data processing systems, and 
building and fl ying an autonomous UAS. Both years of the course 
adhere to FAA regulations.

With the potential to impact other CTE programs and create 
additional postsecondary opportunities, the MDE saw the program's 
promise for students in the state. 

Pascagoula-Gautier School District, Jackson Public School District, 
and Lamar County School District all piloted the two-year program 
starting this year, while four other districts have expressed interest in 
off ering it in the future.

Interest is also growing for the Fire Science program, which 
branched out of the Law and Public Safety (LPS) pathway to off er 
more specialized instruction for students desiring to pursue a career in 
the profession.

Th e two-year program, which follows National Emergency Medical 
Services and National Fire Protection Association standards, was 
fi rst introduced at the 2019 Mississippi Association for Career and 
Technical Educators (MS ACTE) Summer Conference. 

Th e Richland School District off ered the pilot program through a 
collaboration with its local fi re department. 

industry 
representatives

83
16

instructors 
and

served on curriculum-
writing teams

and approved in FY '19 by the 
State Board of Education:

• Agricultural Technology and 
Mechanical Systems (Core)

• Agricultural Power and Machinery
• Family and Consumer Science
• Healthcare and Clinical Services
• Health Science
• Sports Medicine
• Simulation and Animation Design
• Information Technology
• Polymer Science
• Fire Science
• Precision Machining
• Metal Fabrication
• Contemporary Health
• Cyber Foundations I 
• Cyber Foundations II
• Shipbuilding Academy
• Business, Marketing, and Finance

17Curricula 
Revised
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RCU Delegates Advocate for CTE in Washington
RCU and MDE representatives discussed CTE policy with federal representatives during a March trip to the nation’s capital 

for the Association for Career and Technical Education’s (ACTE’s) annual National Policy Seminar.
At the conference, educators were advised on ways to leverage Perkins V funding and comply with the updated rules under 

2018’s Strengthening Career and Technical Education for the 21st Century Act—also known as the Carl D. Perkins Act.
RCU leadership networked with Mississippi’s federal delegation, including Sen. Roger Wicker, Sen. Cindy Hyde-Smith, and 

Rep. Michael Guest, and advocated for strengthening CTE on the national and state levels. 
Following these discussions, Guest sought the RCU’s assistance in implementing CS First, a Google computer science 

curriculum initiative, in schools in his congressional district. Th e RCU also helped Guest involve his district in the 2019 
Congressional App Challenge, a program that encourages students to develop and showcase their skills in STEM fi elds, computer 
science, and coding.

FY '19 Facts

Operations
The operations team supports the RCU by assisting clients via our online Help Desk system with needs, such as 
the creation of design projects, online course modules, and rosters for testing. The RCU also manages a print 
shop that services the MDE and the state's career and technical student organizations.

Processed

visits by RCU staff to 
Mississippi schools

294

Processed

print requests
395

Responded to a total of

help desk
tickets

6,565


total pages printed
15,017
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School Innovations &

new CTE teachers 
successfully completed 
the New Teacher 
Induction program103

1,133
Registered

MS ACTE Summer Conference attendees and 
received 198 proposals for the conference agenda

FY '19 Facts

online professional 
development courses

Offered different34

The RCU's school innovations team supports schools to prompt rapid, substantial progress based on six 
foundational design principles: ready for college and career, require powerful teaching and learning, 
personalization, redefi ne professionalism, leadership, and purposeful design.

education stakeholders 
from across Mississippi

Hosted the third annual 
Innovative Institute, which was 

attended by approximately

310

districts of 
innovation

districts 
with career 
academies, 6&10

Supported early college 
high schools, 6

Events hosted by the 
RCU school 
innovations team:

• Leadership Summit
• Innovative Institute
• Learners Leading: 

Strategies for Student 
Engagement

• Coach University

School Innovations Professional Learning

Supported

users of the Canvas learning 
management system

21,685

professional 
development

course completers
604
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From online learning to conferences with more than 1,000 attendees, the RCU helps educators perfect the 
craft of teaching by providing professional development for teachers, counselors, and administrators using 
versatile teaching styles and delivery methods.

FY '19 Facts

Professional Learning

RCU and MDE Publish Guide to 
Serve Students With Special Needs
In Fiscal Year 2018-2019, the RCU collaborated with the MDE, 

special education teachers, and fi eld experts to develop the Access for 
All Guide, a handbook designed to assist general education teachers in 
adapting classroom activities to serve students with special needs and put 
them on track to graduate with traditional diplomas.

Th e research-based guide is structured around identifying student 
defi cits and off ers practical means for teachers to accommodate learning 
obstacles and modify activities to encourage student mastery. Social/
emotional, behavioral, organizational, academic, physical, and speech/
language barriers that could potentially prevent students from fl ourishing 
in the classroom are all addressed by the Access for All Guide.

RCU Associate Director Myra Pannell said she is pleased the guide removes barriers that have historically prevented teachers 
from empowering students while still allowing young learners to earn Carnegie units toward graduation. In the past, she said, 
it was commonly believed modifi cations prevented the recipient student from meeting the same requirements as classmates 

who achieved mastery without modifi cations, creating a 
paradox for special needs students on track to graduate with 
a traditional diploma. Pannell said the development of the 
guide revealed a new understanding: No policy prevents 
awarding Carnegie units to students demonstrating mastery 
of content even if accommodations or modifi cations are 
made. 

Developers were careful to list the accommodations and 
modifi cations together in the guide to demonstrate the 
number of successful tools available to educators assisting 
students in achieving graduation.

ACCESS
FOR ALL
GUIDE

Photo by Brock Turnipseed

Attendees at the June 2019 Innovative Institute in Starkville look through a copy of 
the Access for All Guide.
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FY '19 Facts

The RCU strives to convey Mississippi's education story through a number of communication methods, including 
Twitter, Facebook, Instagram and YouTube social media channels, magazines published in partnership with 
the MDE, webinars, the dissemination of research brief, and other design and editorial projects.

Communication, 
Research, & Evaluation

RCU Researchers 
Complete Two Major 
Evaluations in FY '19

In Fiscal Year 2018-2019, the RCU conducted 
two major evaluations of important educational 
tools for its external partners.

Researchers examined the relationship between 
high school students’ usage of Algebra Nation 
(AN)—a self‐guided, online system that provides 
instructional videos and formative feedback on 
practice problems—against the students’ performance 
on the Algebra I Mississippi Academic Assessment 
Program (MAAP). AN usage was determined by 
the number of unique student logins, and cluster 
analysis was used to group schools by levels of usage. 
An independent samples test comparing the means 
of 2017-2018 Algebra I MAAP scores by usage levels 
showed statistical evidence that students at schools 
with higher AN usage performed better on the 
Algebra I MAAP than schools with lower usage rates. 

Researchers also assessed the degree to which 
the CyberCorps Scholarship for Service, a National 
Science Foundation grant that supports MSU 
students with scholarships for cybersecurity 
education, is achieving its goals as set forth in its 2017 
grant proposal. Th ese goals include recruitment from 
under-represented groups, students’ preparation for 
employment, and actual employment obtainment 
in government service. Evidence from the FY 
2018-2019 evaluation indicated that the program 
continues to meet its goals.

issues each of Connections 
and School Focus, featuring 
K-12 schools in2 Mississippi 

counties36

webinars to assist CTE 
educators in promoting 
their programs, which 
were viewed

Conducted

times

6
124



volume 17 | issue 2 | fall 2018
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CONNECT
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volume 18 | issue 1 | spring 2019
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Learning
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Learning
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The RCU's Center for Cyber Education works to enhance computer science education in the stateʼs K-12 
schools through curricula development, teacher training, and increasing awareness and access to cyber 
education resources.

Center for Cyber Education

FY '19 Facts RCU-Led Program Brings Computer 
Science to Delta Students

Th e RCU's CCE hosted computer science camps in the Delta this 
summer as part of the organization’s eff orts to expose students to the 
fi eld and remove barriers preventing the successful implementation 
of computer science curricula in area schools.

In June, almost 60 middle and high school students attended 
two camps at Mississippi Valley State University that displayed the 
possibilities and opportunities within computer science. According 
to Hollis, CCE assistant director, these camps are changing the way 
that students look at computer science and related careers.

Hollis said that students in the beginning thought computer 
science was about 'science’ and 'working on the computer.’ By the 
end of the camp, however, students shared that computer science 
was about 'problem solving.’ 

Th e overall project—Collaborative Research: Identifying 
Participation Barriers to Computer Science Education in Rural 
Mississippi—involves fi ve school districts: Greenwood, Greenville, 
Western Line, Humphreys County, and Sunfl ower County 
Consolidated.

Since 2018, the CCE staff  has held focus group sessions, 
distributed surveys, and conducted face-to-face researcher-
practitioner partnership meetings to determine what is keeping 
Delta educators from fully implementing CS curricula in 
their schools. Working together with the research-practitioner 
partnership, Hollis’ team will develop plans of action based on the 
information gathered during these sessions.

"When you talk about rural areas, you are going to have the obvious 
barriers—travel and internet connectivity, for example—that can act as 
obstacles for computer science education," Hollis said. "We're tasked 
with going into those rural areas and fi nding out if there are perceptions 
about computer science that could be holding them back."

of Mississippi high schools 
taught at least one computer 
science course, compared to

in 
2017-2018

47%
28%

underrepresented minority 
students (21%) took an 
advanced CS exam, 
compared to

(22%) 
in 2017

40
23

female students (34%) took 
an advanced CS exam, 
compared to (23%) 

in 2017

65
24
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Funding Summary
Research and Curriculum Unit

Center for Cyber Education

All Grants & Contracts: $8,000,147

Career and Technical Education �������������� $2,983,540

Mississippi Department of Education  
(Combined Contract) ��������������������������������$1,459,361

Secondary Education ���������������������������������������������$800,000

Special Education ��������������������������������������������������$450,000

Office of School Improvement ������������������������������$209,361

Mississippi Institutions of Higher Learning ��������������
$117,781

Mississippi Career Planning  
and Assessment System ���������������������������$1,263,723

Mississippi Development Authority ������������� $16,122

National Science Foundation (NSF) CS4All ���������������$232,927

CS4MS ��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $185,894

CS4MS (Participant Costs Only) ������������������������������������������������� $27,631

CS4MS (MSU College of Education Only) ���������������������������������� $19,402

NSF—Collaborative Research: Identifying Participation 
Barriers to CS Education in Rural Mississippi �����������$132,332

Delta ������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $84,792

Delta (Participant Costs Only) ��������������������������������������������������� $47,540

Google ��������������������������������������������������������������������������$35,000

C Spire ������������������������������������������������������������������������$300,000

MDA

MS CPAS

IHL

OSI

Special Education

Secondary

CTE

C Spire

Google Grant

Delta (Participant Costs)

Delta

CS4MS (College of Ed Only)

CS4MS (Participant Costs Only)

CS4MS

MDA

MS CPAS

IHL

OSI

Special Education

Secondary

CTE

C Spire

Google Grant

Delta (Participant Costs)

Delta

CS4MS (College of Ed Only)

CS4MS (Participant Costs Only)

CS4MS
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International Presentations
• Taylor, M., Wohleb, E., & Lopez, H. (2019, April). ISBE 

leadership development. Presentation at the 2019 National 
Business Education Association Conference. Chicago, IL.

• Taylor, M. (2019, April). Where can I find instructional resources 
for teaching international business? National Business Education 
Association Conference. Presentation at the 2019 National 
Business Education Association Conference. Chicago, IL.

National Presentations
• Hollis, S. (2019, February). Equity in computer science 

education: from passionate people to state strategy. Panel at at the 
2019 RESPECT conference. Minneapolis, MN.

• Hollis, S. (2019, February). CS4MS NIC: Growing teacher 
competency and capacity. Poster at the 2019 RESPECT 
conference. Minneapolis, MN.

• Blue, M. & Taylor, M. (2019, April). Membership training. 
Presentation at the 2019 National Business Education 
Association Conference. Chicago, IL.

• Taylor, M., & Coleman, M. (2019, April). Addressing 
teacher burnout. Presentation at the 2019 National Business 
Education Association Conference. Chicago, IL.

• Taylor, M., & Coleman, M. (2019, April). Let’s get social in the 
business education classroom. Presentation at the 2019 National 
Business Education Association Conference. Chicago, IL.

• Taylor, M. (2018, November). Fresh ideas for digital literacy 
in a learning management system. Presentation at the 2018 
Quality Matters Convention. St. Louis, MO.

• Priebe Brown, A. (2018, October). Looking for evidence of 
understanding: Quality rubric development to measure what 
you intend to measure. Presentation at the 2018 CREATE 
conference. Williamsburg, VA.

• Priebe Brown, A., Aiken, L., Kelberlau, D., & Vickers, D. 
(2019, June). Teacher participation in performance assessment 
development and scoring in support of meaningful staff 
development. Presentation at the National Conference on 
Student Assessment. Orlando, FL.

• Long, L. (2018, December). Invest in yourself. Presentation at 
the 2018 Learning Forward Annual Conference. Dallas, TX.

Special Recognition
Michelle Taylor was selected as the 2019 Collegiate Teacher 

of the Year by the Southern Business Education Association.

Staff
ADMINISTRATION
Betsey Smith .......................................................................... Director

ASSESSMENT
Sean Owen ..................................................Associate Research Professor
Ben Alexander ............................................................. Project Manager
Riesa Blackwell ............................................................ Project Manager
Cathy Curtis ............................................................... Project Manager
Brian Dorsey ............................................................... Project Manager
Bhanupriya Shanmugam ............................................. Project Manager
Cliff Thames ................................................................ Project Manager

BUSINESS/OPERATIONS
Pam Stafford .........................................................Business Manager II
Joseph Dudgeon ..................................................... Project Coordinator
Chris Gotwald ............................................................. Project Manager
Courtney Martin .................................................................Accountant
Mhaire Nickels ................................................................... Receptionist
Caitlyn Powell ...............................................................Office Associate
Lori Staggs .................................................................. Project Manager
Romika Sudduth-Conley ........................................ Project Coordinator
Lynn Eiland .........................................Project Manager - Rehire Retiree
Susannah Cox ............................................................ Student Assistant
Alex Floyd .................................................................. Student Assistant
Caleb Griffin .............................................................. Student Assistant
Jared Pennington ........................................................ Student Assistant

CENTER FOR CYBER EDUCATION
Shelly Hollis ..............................................................Assistant Director
Heather McCormick .............................................. Project Coordinator
Will Graves ..............................................................Graduate Assistant

COMMUNICATIONS, RESEARCH, & EVALUATION
Brock Turnipseed .................Marketing and Communications Manager
Heather Craig ............................................................................ Editor
Amanda Gronewold ...................................................Graphic Designer
Carl Smith..................................................................Managing Editor
Brice Fortinberry ........................................................ Student Assistant

CURRICULUM
Brad Skelton .............................................................. Project Manager
Kellie Cauthen ............................................................ Project Manager
Melissa Luckett ....................................... Instructional Design Specialist
JoAnn Watts ................................................................ Project Manager
Sam Watts ................................................................... Project Manager

PROFESSIONAL LEARNING & SCHOOL INNOVATION
Myra Pannell ............................................................ Associate Director
Jenny Campbell ........................................................... Project Manager
Leanne Long ................................................Assistant Research Professor
Judy Middleton ............................................................ Project Director
Cindy Ming ................................................................ Project Manager
Denise Sibley ............................................................... Project Manager
Michelle Taylor ........................................................... Project Manager
Theresa Wheeler .......................................................... Project Manager
Suzanne Bean .......................................Project Manager - Rehire Retiree
LaNell Kellum  .....................................Project Manager - Rehire Retiree

Intermittent/Rehire Retiree Employees/Trainers .................................56




